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introduction

communicating in english is increasingly required for japanese people as members

of an international society the cultivation of communicative competence isis the stated

goal of english education in japan today it has been three decades since mombushomombush6Mom busho

the ministry of education established this objective and over the years attempts to

improve english 12 teaching have been undertaken however TOEFL resultsresultresuitresultslslI1 clearly

show that the country is far from reaching the ministrysMini strys goal ochi 1999 takao
suzuki a noted sociolinguistsocio linguist concurs that in general the english ability of japanese
people isis surprisingly low for example university graduates who have studied english
for eight to ten years cannot even give satisfactory directions to foreign travelers in

japan 1999

one of the main factors which has contributed to such poor english proficiency

among japanese people is yakudokuyaku doku a foreign language learning method traditionally

used in japan 2 yakudokuYakudoku which means translation reading is a reading method inin

which english sentences are first translated into japanese word by word and then the

resulting translation is reordered to suit japanese word order in the yakudoku stylestye
class which is typical of english study inin japan a teacher reads the text aloud for his or

her students and has them repeat it then the students give its word for word

translation usually assigned as the previous nights homework and written in their

notebook after which the teacher corrects their translation by offering grammatical

explanations and provides a model translation the goal of the class is to have students

understand the exact japanese translation therefore instead of working within the

english text the students concentrate strictly on japanese translations the yakudokuyaku doku

method is used by the majority of japanese teachers of english from junior high school3schoolaschool

to university hino notes that according to two recent nationwidenation wide surveys conducted

by the japan association of college english teachers approximately 80 of japanese

teachers of english in high schools and universities used the yakudokuyakudoku method and by

some estimates 70 of japanese university students today have been taught to read
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english solely with this method 1988 this approach to teaching however

undunderminesennines progress towards internationalization inin japan in terms of the teaching of
english for communication needed today yakudokuyakudoku isis undoubtedly a serious handicap

for japanese students of english p 52 this is because the yakudokuyakudoku method creates

problems for english 12 learning iiee inin the yaklidokuyakudoku stylestye class little attention is

given to phonetic sounds okuda 1985 nisatobisato 1989 takiguchi 1995 the essence or

true nature of language is voice or speech sounds without it language cannot exist

therefore learning proper pronunciation isis imperative for the study of a foreign

language in terms of english instruction without having confidence in pronunciation
students not only lose the will to speak but also confidence in every other aspect of
english communication including listening writing and reading matsuka 1981

1993 in addition in mombush6smombushos course of study guidelines which define and

control the contents of english teaching inin secondary schools in japan emphasis isis

placed on the instruction of proper pronunciation whereas the teaching of translation

into japanese is not even mentioned mombushomombush6Mom busho 1988 in spite of this the mastering
of yakudokuyakudoku skills isis still strongly identified with the goal of learningleaming english in japan
hino 1988 As a consequence the teaching of pronunciation iei e how to make

english sounds or how to read english spellings directly with correct pronunciation has

long been neglected in class and this omissionomission has caused the dual problem of the

prevalence of katakana pronunciation and the rote memorization of long lists of
vocabulary items

katakana is a japanese syllabary phonetic alphabet used to transcribe words of
foreign origin however it does not represent the exact english sounds and is actually
often far from the correct pronunciation sugiura 1994 through katakana letters

written under the text to show the reading incorrect english pronunciation is promoted
once this katakana pronunciation is acquired it becomes a lifelong habit one that is

extremely difficult to break the katakana pronunciation of english words flourishing
and used everywhere in japan is clearly an obstacle in the quest for proper

pronunciation in short students cannot read words independently because they do not

know the sounds of letters which constitute the words 1eaei e they cannot connect the
letters of the alphabet with their sounds without knowing how to read words it is

difficult to write them this isis simply because they are rarely taught the relationships
between letters and sounds thus the only way for students to keep up with classes isis

resorting to the rote memorization of the pronunciation and spelling of all words this
isis the reason why english isis often said to be a subject of rote learning inin japan
however this strategy requires enormous efforts by students and creates a heavy
workload so that those who lack the will to learn drop behind easily
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an important responsibility for teachers in japan is to guide students inin learning the

association between letters and sounds so that they can read english independently

because of these problems iei e katakana pronunciation and rote memorization of
vocabulary resulting from the yakuyakudokuyakndokudoku method phonics instruction is effective inin

providing a means of accomplishing these goals it focuses on phonetic sounds so that

students can be provided with instruction in proper pronunciation phonics deals

directly with letter sound relationships as it is a teaching method for reading based upon

the correspondence between spelling and sound through phonics teaching students

can gain confidence in their pronunciation because they leamlearn the correct sounds that

letters or letter combinations represent so that by connecting them they are able to

pronounce words properly therefore katakana pronunciation or rote memorization of
vocabulary isis no longer needed in short phonics helps cultivate students fundamental

communicative skills in english inin reading writing listening and speaking

phonics isis a teaching method developed in america in the 1800s to help children
who had difficulty learning spelling by rote memorization according to the longman
dictionary phonics isis a method of teaching beginners to read by leaminglearning how to

pronounce letters letter groups and syllables 1995 p 120 hellmanheilmanheliman adds that

phonics instruction is teaching letter sound relationships and its purpose is to

provide beginning readers with a means of identifying unknown printed words 1998

p 27 once children can recognize words by associating written letters with the

corresponding speech sounds which they have already acquired they can read books

because they already know the meaning of words thus learningleaming to read means learningleaming

to sound out words flesch 1986 phonics instruction as pre reading is given to

children in many introductory english courses in english speaking countries4countries 4

phonics is a common method of teaching new learners of english how
to read in the united states teachers begin teaching phonics to
students in kindergarten age 5 and 6 and continue teaching it until
2ndand grade age 7 and 8 today phonics isis taught for a minimumminimum of 30
minutes every day during the first three years of school patton

1994p1994 p 94

for japanese students who know neither english sounds nor word meanings phonics

can also be a useful and necessary teaching method phonics is important for japanese

students because it

teaches them how to sound out letters one by one through
phonics japanese children learnleam 1 how to make correct english
sounds 2 how to independently read english words and sentences
and 3 how to spell out words they hear phonics provides the basics
of english for beginning students matsuka 1992
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however very little research has been conducted on the use of phonics in

classrooms inin japan and there isis only one study which this author isis aware of in which

the effectiveness of phonics instruction was tested in japanese junior high schools in

this study reported by monmonnagamognaganaga 1983 phonics instruction was given in an intensive

training course which was not part of regular english classes by using a phonics

textbook which had a relatively small number of example words for each phonics rule

iei e 450 vocabulary items in total divided into 18 categories of phonics rules 20

minutemmuteimmute sessions of phonics instruction were given to first and second year junior high

students for a total of 13 sessions iei e four hours and 20 minutes pre and posttestsposttests

for reading were assigned inin which each student was required to sound out 22 nonsense

words and evaluation was based on whether the students could read the underlined part

of these artificial words which reflected a phonics rule the percentage of correct

answers by first year students improved from 2288.98989 9 pretest to 59 1 posttestposttest and by

second year students from 53453.453453 4 to 64564.564 5 however the phonics rules which were

tested were not determined by analyzing the vocabulary inin students english textbooks

and it is not clear how they were taught nor how the example vocabulary items were

used to help them understand the phonics rules there isis also no information on the

participants ege g how many or how they were selected etc and the results were not

subjected to any statistical analyses in addition there was only one comparison made

within the treatment group before and after phonics instruction but no control group

was established to verify the absence of extraneous variables nevertheless the results

that were obtained from this study are promising despite certain shortcomings inin the

research design

the present study has been designed to avoid many of the pitfalls described above
inin MoriMonmorlmonnagasmorinagasnagas investigation rather than testing the effects of phonics instruction in
an intensive short term fashion this study focuses on comprehensive longtermlong term

phonics instruction with clearly specified subjects materials and procedures this
research aimsalms to show that phonics instruction is a useful and effective teaching tootool

when used in conjunction with mombushosmombush6s curriculum inin regular english classes inin

japanese junior high schools the goal of this study isis to verify empirically that
phonics instruction improves students reading ability and raises their desire to leamlearn

english therefore the following two research questions were tested in this

investigation 1 if students are provided with proper phonics instruction for an

adequate period of time at the beginning stages of their english 12 education will

their reading ability show significant improvementimprovement9improvements9 2 if students undergo this kind

of treatment will they develop positive and enthusiastic attitudes towards their
english studies 9
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method

subjects

the subjects of this investigation were first year students ages 12 to 13 in yodobodo
junior high school inin matsuyama there were 220 students involved in the study and

they were divided into six classes with an average of approximately 37 students per

class equally divided between males and females the sixsix classes were uniform inm

terms of academic levels although individual students varied inin terms of their abilities

in this investigation one class iei e class 2 was used as the control group and did

not receivereceive phonics instruction the other five classes iei e classes 1 3 4 5 and 6 were

used as the treatment group in which phonics instruction was provided the five classes

of the treatment group were taught by this author 5 whereas the control group class was

taught by another teacher who knew little about phonics and did not provide any phonics

instruction classes 1 3 4 and 5 in the treatment group n142 were assigned pre

and post instruction readinglisteningreadinglistening tests as was the control group n37 although

these students did not receivereceive any phonics instruction during the period between the

tests A small group of volunteer students from class 6 of the treatment group 12 out

of a total of 37 students were also assigned pre and post instruction readingspeakingreading speaking

tests in addition the entire treatment group n179 was assigned a questionnaire
about their phonics study

materials

the phonics textbook see appendix 71

A phonics textbook was developed by this author and used in the treatment group

classes these teaching materials deal with the minimum essential phonics rules iei e the

sound alphabet magic E polite vowels and 21 letter combinations 60 as

determined by a vocabulary analysis of the subjects english textbooks inin terms of
matsukas phonics rules 7 the textbook includes a brief explanation of each rule and

many example words to which the rule isis applied iei e about 25 example vocabulary

items for each rule amounting to about 800 in total for further details on this phonics

textbook see takeda 2000 and takeda 2002

the readingllisteningreadinglisteningReadingListening test the readingspeakingreadinglspeakingReading Speaking test and the questionnaire

the readinglisteningreadinglistening test was a multiple choice pronunciation test administered

orally by the instructor it was designed to be convenient for use with large groups so

that many students could take this test together in the classroom in a short period of

time in contrast the readingspeakingreading speaking test an individual interview style verbalizing
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test was structured to be more suitable for a small number of students both tests

consisted of the same vocabulary items 1eaei e the readinglisteningreadinglistening test required students

to choose the correct pronunciation of target items and the readingspeakingreading speaking test

required students to sound them out these tests presented 30 words which were
unfamiliar to students and which were not included inin either their english textbooks or

the phonics textbook 8 however these words reflected all of the most important
phonics rules dealt with in the phonics textbook namely each vocabulary item

represented an application of one of these rules items 151 5 on the test paper concerned
the sound alphabet 6 and 7 magic E 8 and 9 polite vowels and 103010 30 the 21

letter combinations

the questionnaire which was adapted from previous research conducted by

sugiura 1994 included a series of questions which were designed to shed light on

students feelings about the phonics instruction they had received

procedures

the phonics instruction

the phonics instruction started in the first english class of first year students in
yodobodo junior high school inin april 1999 this instruction was conducted inin the first 10

minutes of each class by using the phonics textbook and it lasted until the end of
october the organization of this six month period of phonics instruction began with

the sound alphabet which was taught carefully and thoroughly because this is the

basis of all phonics instruction it took one month for students to master this alphabet

then the students read short words which could be read entirely by applying only the

sound alphabet this exercise demonstrated the principle that any english words can

be read by connecting the sounds of their constituent letters letter combinations

involving magic E and polite vowels were then taught through the following

steps

1 the phonics rule is arrived at inductively by students iei e the teacher does not

provide explicit instruction on the rule at the beginning but lets students discover it for

themselves for example the rule chltflchilchiiahllchllch ll is presented by showing students the word

lunch which isis familiar to most of them the teacher asks them how do you

pronounce this wordword9worda students reply lantaplantfianlantjvlantflAntJ the teacher says very good then
how about the ch part only students respond tjtf

2 the teacher provides careful instruction on how to make the sound of the letter

combination by demonstrating the mouth shape and movement students then practice
by sounding it out many times
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3 following the directions written inin the textbook iei e try reading the words below

according to the following instructions in CDOCD O1 TD underline the letter combination of each

word 2 read the underlined parts 0 read the whole word students attempt to

read many example words which have the same letter combinations using their

developing word attack skills 97

4 the teacher checks their pronunciation and corrects them

by building on the sound alphabet the students gradually learned all of the essential

phonics rules inin a step by step process in their first six months of english instruction

after finishing the phonics textbook they were assigned to read new words and new

passages in their english textbooks by themselves with the teachers occasional

assistance therefore the period of phonics application which followed their

fundamental phonics instruction was considered to be a period of reinforcement as

their word attack skills developed

in general students showed a strong interest in this instruction and enjoyed reading

unknown words by themselves inin the sense of playing a game they were actually able

to read most of their new words correctly therefore the first 10 minutes in every

english class were not at all an obstacle to the advancement of the curriculum but an

enjoyable warmupwarm up period which students seemed to find stimulating

the assessment

before and after the period of phonics instruction iei e in april and december pre

and posttestsposttests in readinglisteningreadinglistening and readingspeakingreading speaking were administered and the

questionnaire was completed by students along with the posttestsposttests the posttestsposttests were

conducted about two months after actually finishing the phonics textbook so that the

knowledge students had obtained from their phonics instruction could be reinforced and

completely assimilated inin this time

in termsterins of the reading1lreadinglisteningreadinglisteningisteninglistening test for each item the teacher read the word three

times each time pronouncing the part of the word to which a phonics rule applies

differently one of these pronunciations was the correct one for example the word
11phutphut1010 was pronounced pat fat and hat students were required to listen

carefully and choose the pronunciation which they thought was correct before the

teacher began reading students were given a few minutes to peruse all of the items inin

order to make preliminary guesses about their pronunciation while the

readinglisteningreadinglistening test does evaluate the students understanding of phonics rules it is not

a test of the students pronunciation because the students must first read the test words

to themselves before choosing the sounded word this test does accurately examine the

students reading and listening abilities
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because the readinglisteningreadinglistening test does not examine the students speaking abilities

the readingspeakingreading speaking test covers this crucial missing element iei e the students

pronunciation the readingspeakingreading speaking test was conducted in an individual interview style

with a student and two teachers facing each other across a table the student was asked

to pronounce each word printed on the test paper as clearly as possible one by one

while the two teaches evaluated his or her pronunciation independently sometimes as

the need arose students were asked to read certain words again more loudly or more

slowly their pronunciation was graded from A to C

the grading criteria are as follows

A the student can read the entire word correctly

B though the student cannot read the entire word correctly he or she can

read the part of the word to which the phonics rule applies correctly

C the student cannot read the part of the word to which the phonics

rule applies

data analysis

the results of these tests iei e pre and post readinglisteningreadin glistening tests for the control
and treatment groups and pre and post readreadingspeakingreadingngspeakingspeakingng tests for the additional

treatment group were analyzed statistically to determine if significant progress

resulted

in terms of the readinglisteningreadinglistening test the pretest scores of the control and treatment
groups nan37n37 Nn142142 respectively were compared using a mesttest as were the posttestposttest

scores the gain scores between pre and posttestposttest scores for both groups were also

compared using a t test in addition the pre and posttestposttest scores of the treatment group

were compared using a matched pair mesttest

in terms of the readingspeakingreading speaking test the pre and posttestpostlestpostlessposttestlest scores of the volunteer

group Nn1212 were compared using a matched pair mesttest I1 I1

in terms of the questionnaire which was administered to the entire treatment group

n179 the percentage of each question was calculated and a number of
representative student comments were selected to illustrate their attitudes
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results

the readinglisteningReadingListening test

the results of the statistical analysis of the pretest scores for the control and

treatment groups are as follows

table I11
pretest scores for the control and treatment groups

statistic control group treatment group mean abstobsbobsobs
pretest scores pretest scores difference

N 37 142

M 1111iiiilili11 11 1061 050 076

SD 353 355

pp01poi0
O I1

As table I11 shows the pretest means scores for the control and treatment groups were
111111iiiiilli11 and log106106110.6logi1 respectively a difference of 0500.500500 50 results of a ttestmest for the pretest

scores of both groups revealed no significant difference in abilities between the groups

prior to phonics instruction p 01

the results of the statistical analysis of the posttestposttest scores for both groups are as

follows

table 2

posttestPosttest scores for the control and treatment groups

statistic control group treatmentTreatmen t group mean tobsabsbobsobs
posttestPosttest scores posttestPosttest scores difference

N 37 142

M 136813.6813 68 175317.5317 53 385 5455.455 45

SD 3683.683 68 4344.344344 34

poipo I1
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As table 2 shows the posttestposttest mean scores for the control and treatment groups were

13.681368 and 17.531753 respectively a difference of 3.85385 A mesttest revealed a significant

difference between the two groups after phonics instruction poipp0101oi .0101

the results of the statistical analysis of the gain scores between pre and posttestposttest

scores for both groups are as follows

table 3

gain scores for the control and treatment groups

statistic control group treatment group mean absobs
gain scores gain scores difference

N 37 142

M 2.57257257 6.92692692 4.35435435 5.45545545

SD 4.04404 5.26526526

polpoipalp0lpoI1

As table 3 shows the gain score means for the control and treatment groups were 2.57257257

and 6.92692 respectively a difference of 4.35435435 A mestt test revealed a significant difference in

the improvement of students abilities between the two groups poip01
the results of the statistical analysis of the pre and posttestposttest scores for the treatment

group are as follows

table 4
pre and posttestPosttest scores for the treatment group

statistic treatment group treatment group mean tobsbobsbs
pretest scores posttestPosttest scores difference

N 142 142

M 10.611061logi 17.531753 6.92692 15.661566

SD 3.55355 4.34434434

poipp010
O I1
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As table 4 shows the pretest mean score for the treatment group was log106110610.61 whereas the

posttestposttest mean score was 175317.5317 53 indicating a gain of 6926.926 92 results of a matched pair t

test for the pre and posttestposttest scores revealed a significant improvement in students

abilities poip01
these results indicate that the phonics instruction provided to the treatment group

improved students ability to read in english to a significant degree

the readingspeakingReading Speaking test

the results of the statistical analysis of the pre and posttestposttest scores for the volunteer

group who did the readingspeakingreading speaking test are as follows

table 5

pre and posttestPosttest scores for the volunteer group

statistic volunteer group volunteer group mean tobsbobsg
pretest scores posttestPosttest scores difference

N 12 12

M 208 1608 1400 112611.2611 26

SD 227 480

poipol

As table 5 shows the pretest mean score for the volunteer group was 2082.082 08 whereas the

posttestposttest mean score was 160816.0816 08 indicating a gain of 140014.0014 00 results of a matched pair t

test for the pre and posttestposttest scores revealed a significant improvement in the students

ability p 01 this supports the results of the first experiment confirming that phonics

instruction was a significant factor in enhancing the ability of students to read inin

english

the following graph shows the improvement of the reading ability of each of the 12

students who took this test
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reading test
30 30
ze azzz
26 26
zaz4 24
22 22
20 20
18 istt 16 16
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12 12
10 10
8

10lw10.10 6
6 6

4 4
2 2

0 0
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finally verification of rater judgementsjudgements inin the readingspeakingreading speaking test was carried

out with an interraterinterpraterinterrater reliability study the following chart shows the high reliability of
the posttestposttest scores between the two raters

rater I11 rater 2

rater I11 I11

rater 2 0.98098 1

the questionnaire

the results of the questionnaire are as followsasfollows

1 in terms of our phonics study put 0 on one of the following statements

phonics study has been useful to me 146179 81.6816816

phonicsophonics study has not been useful to me 0179 0.00000oo

101I have no special impression about phonics study 33179 18.4184184

2 if any of the following statements apply to you with regard to phonics study

put as many Os as you like

011 I am able to read words better than before 166179 92.7927927

011 I am able to read english textbooks better than

before 137179 76.5765765
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011 I am able to remember how to read the words whose

pronunciation I1 have forgotten 83179 46.4464464

011I am even able to read words which I1 have not

yet learned by guesswork 139179 77.7777777

011 I am even able to read sentences which I1 have

not yet learned by guesswork 87179 48.6486486

011 I have developed an interest or desire to

read words which I1 have not yet learned 94179 52.5525

011 I have developed an interest or desire to read

sentences which I1 have not yet learned 78179 43.6436436

011 I now understand how to pronounce words 126179 70.4704704

011 I now understand how to make english sounds 71179 39.7397397

my english pronunciation has improved 84179 46.9469469

phonicsophonics study has been useful when writing

words 104179 58.1581

011 I am able to memorize the spellings of words

better than before 89179 49.7497497

011 I am able to see the spellings of words in

my minds eye when I1 hear the sounds of

the words 48179 26826.8268

3 write any opinions or comments you have on your phonics study sample responses
translated from japanese by this author

in the beginning I1 did not know how to read english at all but
through phonics study I1 gradually became able to read words and
sentences for myself this made me very happy and now I1 love
english

thanks to phonics I1 can now read english words by using english
readings though I1 relied only on romaji12r6maj112romaji 12 readings before phonics

isis useful not only when reading the english textbook but also reading
english inin daily life

phonics study made my english pronunciation far better than before
and now I1 have a strong desire to read unknown words I1 think this isis

really a great thing
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1I was very surprised that the speed of memorizing the spellings of
words was completely different between having learned phonics and
not having learned it I1 was lucky because I1 could study phonicsphonies

the results of this questionnaire indicate that virtually all of the students felt that

phonics instruction had been useful to them and that their reading abilities had

improved in addition almost all the students wrote positive and constructive comments

on their phonics study

conclusion

the purpose of this research was to investigate whether or not phonics instruction

improves students reading ability and enhances their desire to learn english through
this investigation it has been demonstrated that appropriate phonics instruction has a

measurable effect on the improvement of students reading ability and is also responsible

for the cultivation of positive and enthusiastic attitudes towards english studies in

addition the first 10 minute period of phonics instruction in every class for half a year

neither delayed the progression of the regular english curriculum nor was it a burden

to the students this study strongly indicates that phonics instruction can be a useful and

effective teaching tool when used in conjunction mombush6swiihmombushoswith curriculum in regular

english classes in japanese junior high school

at present unfortunately most japanese students have difficulty maintaining their

desire to learn english which is taught to them through the yakudokuyaku doku method because

they have to spend much of their energy and time translating english passages into

japanese and memorizing a great number of vocabulary items by rote in addition

their katakana pronunciation discourages them from reading aloud or speaking english

in public english has long been a memory subject in japan which requires strenuous

effort perseverance and patience english is often described as a subject which saps

students energies and motivation in japan and this stigma must be eliminated as soon

as possible As we have now entered the 221st1 st century the japanese government has

declared that communicative competence inin english is extremely important for the

future of japan they say the problem is where and how it should be placed inin the

present education system however the present system of english 12 education in

japan has many problems which must be solved first one of the most crucial problems

isis inin how english is learned at early levels of instruction iei e japanese students learnleam

english through japanese or by replacing it with japanese which is the typical feature

of english learning through the yakudokuyakudoku method this way of learning english has

delayed the progress of english education inin japan for many years and it will be

impossible to improve english 12 teaching in this country without changing this

method and its concomitant attitudes towards learning english
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the key to solving this problem is phonics instruction when students are able to

read and write english letters and spellings directly katakana will no longer be

necessary iei e they will be able to read english not with katakana pronunciation but

with a correct english pronunciation and will be able to write english directly in the

target language without using katakana letters eliminating katakana will thus bring

new attitudes of trying to understand foreign languages as they are it is imperative to

read english with english sounds and to understand the language directly without

translating it into japanese when reading or listening to english the habit of translating

english into japanese prevents smooth functioning in all language skills iei e reading

writing listening and speaking because the translation takes time and stops the natural

flow of communication the implementation of phonics instruction in japanese junior
high schools will have a beneficial effect in changing the goals of learning english to a

means of acquiring communicative skills rather than extracting knowledge from foreign

culture which has long been the aim ofyakuyakudokuyakiidokudoku instruction

therefore discarding the yakudokuyakudoku method which is the main tradition of english
12 teaching in japan will be the beginning of real english language learning in the

pursuit of communicative competence phonics can save millions of japanese students

who lose their desire to study english at the beginning stage they can overcome the

most serious obstacles in the introductory period of english learning iei e being unable

to read and write english because of an inability to connect sounds with letters inagaki
1988 nakajima 1995 teshima 1995 phonics instruction should be made

compulsory at the introductory stage in english 12 teaching inin japan so that all first year
students can attain these skills therefore all english teachers of junior high schools

should acquire the ability to teach phonics in order to realize this goal a teaching
methodology for phonics should be implemented in the teacher training curriculum at

university

though this study clearly shows the benefits of phonics instruction because of the

small size of the control group and this authors participation in the experiment this

study should be seen only as a first step inin examining the effectiveness of phonics in

junior high school classrooms using this model further studies should be carried out

on a larger scale and in a more controlled environment it isis hoped that this study can

contribute to more comprehensive studies of phonics inin the future
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notes
11 for example the results ofoftoeflTOEFL from 1997 to 1998 show japan ranking 205th out

of 218 nations inin the world and 24th among the 26 asian nations suzuki 1999 p 2
2 hino states that yakudokuyakudoku is a deeply rooted sociolinguistic tradition in japan which

dates back over a thousand years to when the japanese started to study chinese
19991999pp 45

3J instruction in the first of school inenglish starts in year junior high in japan
4thoughthough phonics is commonly used as a teaching method inin america it is important to

keep inin mind the continuing debate between advocates of phonics and the whole

language method whole language isis not an instructional program but rather a

philosophy which aimsalmsaimsalms to empower children as they leamlearn to read the concept isis

vague and assumes that phonics rules will be picked up by students inin the course of
reading stories this reading wars debate has plagued american schools for

decades and according to heilman 1998 ppap 202120220 2211 it isis a major hurdle inin the fight

against illiteracy inin the united states
5J the author of this paper was an english teacher at yodobodo junior high school and a

masters degree candidate at ehimechime university during this empirical study
60 the rules used inin this research can be defined as follows

the sound alphabet the most representative or the most commonly used sound of
each letter of the alphabet leaeieiesew b k d leileliele f g h 1Ii da11d3 k 1 I mmnn

blD p k r s t A v w ks Jj azaz by which words can basically be read

matsuka also calls this the phonics alphabet

magic E when a word ends with the letter e the vowel just before it isis read with

its alphabet name and the letter e at the end is soundless
1.1 polite vowels when two vowels sit together the first one isis read with its alphabet

name and the second one is soundless

letter combinations a combination of two or three letters representing a specific

sound as a whole eg ph sh th au aw oo00 ar or airair etc
7 this analysis was based on the vocabulary items in one world english course 131 3

sasaki 1993 one of five major english textbooks in japan and all 1007 words

except for proper nouns and abbreviations that I1istst 2ndand and 3rdard year students study

were analyzed to determine which phonics rules were applied most frequently inin

textbooks in order to assess which rules should be taught inin class matsukas
phonics rules and method 1981 1993 are adopted inin this study because she isis the

leading expert on phonics research and its practice in japan and her research
institute matsuka phonics institute has achieved credible results and has published

numerous phonics teaching materials
80 relatively unknown though authentic english words were chosen for the test

eliminating the chance of students prior knowledge influencing their scores
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9 phonics provides students with the techniques and motivation for attacking and

deciphering words they are not familiar with which is called the skill of word attack

ioaccordingIOaccording to the longman dictionary the definition of this word isis a dull sound as

of something bursting 1995 p 1208
11 in this test students who received a B were regarded as being able to read the word

because they understood the phonics rule which was applied to the key part of the

word then the number ofofasAs and Bs was counted as a score for each student

12r6majiromaji isis japanese written inin roman letters and isis different from english

orthography and pronunciation
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appendix I11
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